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Postmortem - Patricia Cornwell 2021-03-30
Now available in a tall Premium Edition, the novel that introduces one of
suspense fiction's most compelling heroines--Dr. Kay Scarpetta--from a
#1 "New York Times"-bestselling author. Reissue.
Dust - Patricia Cornwell 2014-09-02
With unparalleled high-tension suspense and the latest in forensic
technology, Patricia Cornwell once again proves her exceptional ability
to surprise—and to thrill—in this electrifying Kay Scarpetta novel. A
body, oddly draped in an unusual cloth, has just been discovered inside
the sheltered gates of MIT, and it’s suspected the identity is that of
missing computer engineering grad student Gail Shipton, last seen the
night before at a trendy Cambridge bar. It appears she’s been murdered,
mere weeks before the trial in her $100 million lawsuit against her
former financial manager, and Massachusetts Chief Medical Examiner
Kay Scarpetta doubts it’s a coincidence. She also fears the case may have
a connection with her computer genius niece, Lucy. In Dust, Scarpetta
and her colleagues are up against a force far more sinister than a sexual
predator who fits the criminal classification of a “spectacle killer.” The
murder of Gail Shipton soon leads deep into the dark world of designer
drugs, drone technology, organized crime, and shocking corruption at
the highest levels.
The Scarpetta Factor - Patricia Cornwell 2009-10-20
In this provocative thriller, forensic expert Kay Scarpetta is surrounded
by familiar faces, yet traveling down the unfamiliar road of fame.... It is
the week before Christmas. A tanking economy has prompted Dr. Kay
Scarpetta—despite her busy schedule and her continuing work as the
senior forensic analyst for CNN—to offer her services pro bono to New
York City’s Office of the Chief Medical Examiner. In no time at all, her
increased visibility seems to precipitate a string of unexpected and
unsettling events, culminating in an ominous package—possibly a
bomb—showing up at the front desk of the apartment building where she
and her husband, Benton, live. Soon the apparent threat on Scarpetta’s
life finds her embroiled in a surreal plot that includes a famous actor
accused of an unthinkable sex crime and the disappearance of a beautiful
millionaire with whom her niece, Lucy, seems to have shared a secret
past. Scarpetta’s CNN producer wants her to launch a TV show called
The Scarpetta Factor. Given the bizarre events already in play, she fears
that her growing fame will generate the illusion that she has a “special
factor,” a mythical ability to solve all her cases. She wonders if she will
end up like other TV personalities: her own stereotype.
Cause of Death - Patricia Cornwell 1997-09-01
Dr. Kay Scarpetta plunges into the murky depths of a ship graveyard to
recover the very human remains of Ted Eddings, an investigative
reporter. Together with her niece Lucy and police captain Pete Marino,
Scarpetta will follow the scents of death and violence to the heart of
sinister darkness. *San Francisco Chronicle
FantasticLand - Mike Bockoven 2016-10-11
Since the 1970s, FantasticLand has been the theme park where “Fun is
Guaranteed!” But when a hurricane ravages the Florida coast and
isolates the park, the employees find it anything but fun. Five weeks
later, the authorities who rescue the survivors encounter a scene of
horror. Photos soon emerge online of heads on spikes outside of rides
and viscera and human bones littering the gift shops, breaking records
for hits, views, likes, clicks, and shares. How could a group of survivors,
mostly teenagers, commit such terrible acts? Presented as a fact-finding
investigation and a series of first-person interviews, FantasticLand
pieces together the grisly series of events. Park policy was that the
mostly college-aged employees surrender their electronic devices to
preserve the authenticity of the FantasticLand experience. Cut off from
the world and left on their own, the teenagers soon form rival tribes who
viciously compete for food, medicine, social dominance, and even human
flesh. This new social network divides the ravaged dreamland into
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territories ruled by the Pirates, the ShopGirls, the Freaks, and the Mole
People. If meticulously curated online personas can replace private
identities, what takes over when those constructs are lost? FantasticLand
is a modern take on Lord of the Flies meets Battle Royale that probes the
consequences of a social civilization built online. Skyhorse Publishing, as
well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels,
novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction,
romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and
mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde,
Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
Flesh and Blood - Patricia Cornwell 2014-11-06
The legendary, No. 1 bestelling series following Dr. Kay Scarpetta
From Potter's Field - Patricia Cornwell 2005-08-30
In From Potter's Field, #1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia
Cornwell enters the chilling world of Virginia's Chief Medical Examiner
Dr. Kay Scarpetta—and a bold, brilliant killer from her past. Upon
examining a dead woman found in snowbound Central Park, Scarpetta
immediately recognizes the grisly work of Temple Brooks Gault. She
soon realizes that Gault's murders are but a violent chain leading up to
one ultimate kill—Scarpetta herself.
The Bone Bed - Patricia Cornwell 2012-10-16
From one of the world’s number top selling crime writers comes the
extraordinary twentieth Kay Scarpetta novel. A woman has vanished
while digging a dinosaur bone bed in the remote wilderness of Canada.
Somehow, the only evidence has made its way to the inbox of Chief
Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta, over two thousand miles away in
Boston. She has no idea why. But as events unfold with alarming speed,
Scarpetta begins to suspect that the paleontologist’s disappearance is
connected to a series of crimes much closer to home: a gruesome
murder, inexplicable tortures, and trace evidence from the last living
creatures of the dinosaur age. When she turns to those around her,
Scarpetta finds that the danger and suspicion have penetrated even her
closest circles. Her niece Lucy speaks in riddles. Her lead investigator,
Pete Marino, and FBI forensic psychologist and husband, Benton Wesley,
have secrets of their own. Feeling alone and betrayed, Scarpetta is
tempted by someone from her past as she tracks a killer both cunning
and cruel.
The Last Precinct - Patricia Cornwell 2008-09-04
The eleventh book in the Kay Scarpetta series, from No. 1 bestselling
author Patricia Cornwell. 'America's most chilling writer of crime fiction'
The Times Physically and psychologically bruised by her encounter with
the killer Chandonne, Dr Kay Scarpetta has to leave her home in the
hands of the police team investigating the attack. She finds shelter with
an old friend, Anna Zenner, but it is not the haven of security she needs
when she discovers that Anna has been sub-poenaed to appear before a
Grand Jury which is investigating Scarpetta for murder. Kay knows she is
being framed and she also knows she can trust no-one. Meanwhile it
appears that Chandonne killed a woman in New York before his
murderous spree in Virginia, but when Scarpetta looks more closely into
that case with the NY prosecutor Jaime Berger, proof of his guilt is far
from certain - in fact she begins to believe that he may not be the
perpetrator of any of the crimes he is accused of. As she follows the
forensic trail to the real killer she gradually realises that someone has
been spinning a web for years with the aim of entrapping her. Who is it,
and why are they so desperate to be rid of her? Praise for the
groundbreaking series: 'One of the best crime writers writing today'
Guardian 'Devilishly clever' Sunday Times 'The top gun in this field' Daily
Telegraph 'Forget the pretenders. Cornwell reigns' Mirror 'The Agatha
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Christie of the DNA age' Express
Predator - Patricia Cornwell 2006-09-26
Investigating the disappearance of two sisters in Florida, Dr. Kay
Scarpetta follows clues that twist and turn, leading her into the
psychopathic depths of a jailed serial killer's mind.
Black Notice - Patricia Cornwell 2000-08-01
In this #1 New York Times bestseller Dr. Kay Scarpetta is on a deadly
mission that will pull her in two opposite directions: toward protecting
her career or toward the truth... Remains were all that was left of the
stowaway. He arrived in Richmond’s Deep Water Terminal—the ghastly
cargo of a ship from Belgium. The decomposed body gives Chief Medical
Examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta no clues to its identity—or the cause of
death. But an odd tattoo soon leads her on an international search to
Interpol’s headquarters in Lyon, France—and towards a confrontation
with one of the most savage killers of her career...
Quantum - Patricia Cornwell 2020-09-30
"On the eve of a top-secret space mission, Captain Calli Chase--a NASA
pilot, quantum physicist, and cybercrime investigator-- detects a problem
in the tunnels below a NASA research center. She discovers dried blood,
a missing security badge, a suspicious suicide. This series of disturbing
clues point to Calli's twin sister Carme, who's been missing for days.
Desperate to avoid disaster and clear her sister's name, Captain Chase
races to find answers to her twin's erratic conduct. But time is running
out, and she realizes that failure means catastrophe--for both the space
program but for the safety of the entire nation"--Back cover.
Trace - Patricia Cornwell 2012-07-03
Now freelancing from south Florida, Dr. Kay Scarpetta returns to
Richmond, Virginia, the city that turned its back on her five years ago.
Investigating the death of a young girl, she must follow the twisting leads
and track the strange details in order to make the dead speak-and to
reveal the sad truth that may be more than even she can bear.
Livid - Patricia Cornwell 2022-10-25
In this thrilling installment of the #1 bestselling series, chief medical
examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta finds herself a reluctant star witness in a
sensational televised murder trial causing chaos in Old Town Alexandria
with the threat of violent protests. Chief medical examiner Kay Scarpetta
is the reluctant star witness in a sensational murder trial when she
receives shocking news. The judge’s sister has been found dead. At first
glance, it appears to be a home invasion, but then why was nothing
stolen, and why is the garden strewn with dead plants and insects?
Although there is no apparent cause of death, Scarpetta recognizes
telltale signs of the unthinkable, and she knows the worst is yet to come.
The forensic pathologist finds herself pitted against a powerful force that
returns her to the past, and her time to catch the killer is running out . . .
Cruel and Unusual - Patricia Cornwell 1993-06-10
When the fingerprints of an executed killer are found at a new crime
scene, Dr. Kay Scarpetta takes on her most terrifying case yet. By the
author of All That Remains. 250,000 first printing. Lit Guild Main.
Scarpetta - Patricia Cornwell 2009-08-25
From America’s #1 bestselling crime writers comes an extraordinary #1
New York Times bestselling Kay Scarpetta novel. Leaving behind her
private forensic pathology practice in Charleston, South Carolina, Kay
Scarpetta accepts an assignment in New York City, where the NYPD has
asked her to examine an injured man on Bellevue Hospital’s psychiatric
prison ward. The handcuffed and chained patient, Oscar Bane, has
specifically asked for her, and when she literally has her gloved hands on
him, he begins to talk—and the story he has to tell turns out to be one of
the most bizarre she has ever heard. The injuries, he says, were
sustained in the course of a murder . . . that he did not commit. Is Bane a
criminally insane stalker who has fixed on Scarpetta? Or is his paranoid
tale true, and it is he who is being spied on, followed and stalked by the
actual killer? The one thing Scarpetta knows for certain is that a woman
has been tortured and murdered—and more violent deaths will follow.
Gradually, an inexplicable and horrifying truth emerges: Whoever is
committing the crimes knows where his prey is at all times. Is it a
person, a government? And what is the connection between the victims?
In the days that follow, Scarpetta; her forensic psychologist husband,
Benton Wesley; and her niece, Lucy, who has recently formed her own
forensic computer investigation firm in New York, will undertake a
harrowing chase through cyberspace and the all-too-real streets of the
city—an odyssey that will take them at once to places they never knew,
and much, much too close to home. Throughout, Cornwell delivers
shocking twists and turns, and the kind of cutting-edge technology that
only she can provide. Once again, she proves her exceptional ability to
entertain and enthrall.
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Chaos - Patricia Cornwell 2016-11-15
“When it comes to the forensic sciences, nobody can touch Cornwell.”
—New York Times Book Review [PLEASE BOX:] CHAOS From the
Ancient Greek (χάος or kháos) A vast chasm or void. Anarchy. The
science of unpredictability. On a late summer evening in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, Dr. Kay Scarpetta and her investigative partner, Pete
Marino, respond to a call about a dead bicyclist near the Kennedy School
of Government. It appears that a young woman has been attacked with
almost superhuman force. Even before Scarpetta’s headquarters has
been officially notified about the case, Marino and Scarpetta’s FBI agent
husband, Benton Wesley, receive suspicious calls, allegedly from
someone at Interpol. But it makes no sense. Why would the elite
international police agency know about the case or be interested? It soon
becomes apparent that an onslaught of harassment might be the work of
an anonymous cyberbully named Tailend Charlie, who has been sending
cryptic communications to Scarpetta for over a week. Even Lucy, her
brilliant tech-savvy niece, can’t trace who it is or how this person could
have access to intimate information. When a second death shocks
Scarpetta to her core, it becomes apparent she and those close to her are
confronted with something far bigger and more dangerous than they’d
ever imagined.
Postmortem - Patricia Cornwell 2008-09-04
The first book in the Kay Scarpetta series, from No. 1 bestselling author
Patricia Cornwell. 'America's most chilling writer of crime fiction' The
Times A serial killer is on the loose in Richmond, Virginia. Three women
have died, brutalised and strangled in their own bedroom. There is no
pattern: the killer appears to strike at random - but always early on
Saturday mornings. So when Dr Kay Scarpetta, chief medical officer, is
awakened at 2.33 am, she knows the news is bad: there is a fourth
victim. And she fears now for those that will follow unless she can dig up
new forensic evidence to aid the police. But not everyone is pleased to
see a woman in this powerful job. Someone may even want to ruin her
career and reputation . . . Praise for the groundbreaking series: 'One of
the best crime writers writing today' Guardian 'Devilishly clever' Sunday
Times 'The top gun in this field' Daily Telegraph 'Forget the pretenders.
Cornwell reigns' Mirror 'The Agatha Christie of the DNA age' Express
The Scarpetta Collection Volume I - Patricia Cornwell 2003-10-14
Chief medical examiner Kay Scarpetta calls on all of her investigative
skills to solve a series of murders.
Three Complete Novels - Patricia Daniels Cornwell 1997
Postmortem introduces Dr. Scarpetta, who knows the smell of bone dust
from a skullcap saw and how to read a body for clues via lasers, DNA,
and computers. As Scarpetta slowly closes in on a killer known as Mr.
Nobody, she gets the creepy, well-informed feeling that the killer is
closing in on her. Cornwell's debut swept the mystery-writing awards
and made her somebody. In Body of Evidence, Scarpetta investigates the
murder of a Southern writer who mysteriously opened the door for her
killer. In All That Remains, she hunts a serial killer of young lovers-including the daughter of the president's drug czar, which complicates
the forensic chase with political intrigue. Besides suspenseful cat-andmouse games between sleuth and killer (and writer and reader),
Cornwell creates a rich cast of screwed-up characters, chiefly Scarpetta's
scruffy confrere, Detective Pete Marino. Scarpetta's character is a
magnetic combination of pride, drive, brains, extreme skill at cooking,
and a pervasive sadness expressed with tightly wound eloquence.
The First Scarpetta Collection - Patricia Cornwell 1995
This volume contains Postmortem and Body of Evidence, the first two Dr
Kay Scarpetta novels. In Postmortem, a serial killer is on the loose in
Richmond, Virginia, and in Body of Evidence, someone is stalking Beryl
Madison.
Red Mist - Patricia Cornwell 2011-12-06
With high-tension suspense and cutting-edge technology, Patricia
Cornwell—the world’s #1 bestselling crime writer—once again proves
her exceptional ability to entertain and enthrall in this remarkable novel
featuring chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta. On her quest to find
out exactly what happened to her former deputy chief, Jack Fielding,
murdered six months before, Scarpetta drives to the Georgia Prison for
Women to meet a convicted sex offender and the mother of a vicious and
diabolically brilliant killer. Against the advice of her FBI criminal
intelligence agent husband, Benton Wesley, Scarpetta is determined to
hear this woman out. Scarpetta has both personal and professional
reasons to learn more about a string of grisly killings: the murder of a
Savannah family years earlier, a young woman on death row, and then
other inexplicable deaths that begin to occur at a breathtaking pace.
Driven by inner forces, Scarpetta discovers connections that compel her
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to conclude that what she thought ended with Fielding’s death and an
attempt on her own life is only the beginning of something far more
destructive: a terrifying terrain of conspiracy and potential terrorism on
an international scale. And she is the only one who can stop it.
Postmortem - Patricia Cornwell 2009-12-01
Discover the “dazzling…fascinating” (Los Angeles Times) forensic thriller
that launched the New York Times bestselling Kay Scarpetta series from
#1 bestselling crime writer Patricia Cornwell. Under cover of night in
Richmond, Virginia, a monster strikes, leaving a gruesome trail of
stranglings that has paralyzed the city. Medical examiner Kay Scarpetta
suspects the worst: a deliberate campaign by a brilliant serial killer
whose signature offers precious few clues. With an unerring eye, she
calls on the latest advances in forensic research to unmask the madman.
But this investigation will test Kay like no other, because it’s being
sabotaged from within—and someone wants her dead.
Scarpetta's Winter Table - Patricia Daniels Cornwell 1998
Virginia's chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta and her friends and
family come together for the holidays to cook and celebrate in a special
novella for the author's many fans that includes Christmas recipes and
photographs. 50,000 first printing.
Patricia Cornwell FIVE SCARPETTA NOVELS - Patricia Cornwell
2011-07-05
“When it comes to the forensic sciences, nobody can touch Cornwell,"
says The New York Times Book Review. From the author of The Bone
Bed and Flesh and Blood, his set offers five novels in the #1 New York
Times bestselling series featuring Kay Scarpetta: Cause of Death;
Unnatural Exposure; Point of Origin; Black Notice; and Trace.
Depraved Heart - Patricia Cornwell 2015-10-27
In Scarpetta, Patricia Cornwell has a character as strong as any in
popular fiction" —Wall Street Journal New York Times bestselling author
Patricia Cornwell delivers the newest engrossing thriller in her highstakes series starring medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta. Depraved
Heart: “Void of social duty and fatally bent on mischief.” —Mayes v.
People, 806 III. 306 (1883) Dr. Kay Scarpetta is working a suspicious
death scene in Cambridge, Massachusetts when an emergency alert
sounds on her phone. A video link lands in her text messages and seems
to be from her computer genius niece Lucy. But how can it be? It’s
clearly a surveillance film of Lucy taken almost twenty years ago. As
Scarpetta watches she begins to learn frightening secrets about her
niece, whom she has loved and raised like a daughter. That film clip and
then others sent soon after raise dangerous legal implications that
increasingly isolate Scarpetta and leave her confused, worried, and not
knowing where to turn. She doesn’t know whom she can tell—not her
FBI husband Benton Wesley or her investigative partner Pete Marino.
Not even Lucy. In this new novel, Cornwell launches these unforgettable
characters on an intensely psychological odyssey that includes the
mysterious death of a Hollywood mogul’s daughter, aircraft wreckage on
the bottom of the sea in the Bermuda Triangle, a grisly gift left in the
back of a crime scene truck, and videos from the past that threaten to
destroy Scarpetta’s entire world and everyone she loves. The diabolical
presence behind what unfolds seems obvious—but strangely, not to the
FBI. Certainly that’s the message they send when they raid Lucy’s estate
and begin building a case that could send her to prison for the rest of her
life. In the latest novel in her bestselling series featuring chief medical
examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta, Cornwell will captivate readers with the
shocking twists, high-wire tension, and cutting-edge forensic detail that
she is famous for, proving yet again why she’s the world’s #1 bestselling
crime writer.
Port Mortuary - Patricia Cornwell 2011-08-30
The world's bestselling crime writer Patricia Cornwell presents the
extraordinary eighteenth novel in the Kay Scarpetta series, in which Kay
Scarpetta is confronted with a case that could ruin her professionally and
personally. Kay Scarpetta has been training at the Dover Port Mortuary,
mastering the art of 'virtual autopsy' - a groundbreaking procedure that
could soon revolutionise forensic science. And it is not too long before
these new skills urgently need to be put into practice. A young man
drops dead, apparently from a heart condition, eerily close to Scarpetta's
home. But when his body is examined the next morning, there are
stunning indications that he may have been alive when he was zipped
inside a pouch and locked in the cooler. When the revolutionary 3D
radiology scans reveal more shocking details about internal injuries
unlike any Scarpetta has ever seen, she realizes that this is a case of
murder - and that she is fighting a cunning and uniquely cruel enemy.
Now it is a race against time to discover who and why before more
people die. But that time is running out . . .
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A Scarpetta Omnibus - Patricia Daniels Cornwell 2000
In the three novels that comprise this second omnibus, Dr Kay
Scarpetta's skills are sorely tested as she investigates murders taking
place in locations as far apart as North Carolina and New York City. The
book incorporates the third, fourth and fifth Scarpetta novels.
Book of the Dead - Patricia Cornwell 2008-09-02
Dr. Kay Scarpetta is starting over with a unique private forensic
pathology practice in Charleston, South Carolina. But in this thrilling #1
New York Times bestseller, her fresh start ushers in a string of murders
more baffling—and terrifying—than any that have come before... The
Book of the Dead is the morgue log, the ledger in which all cases are
entered by hand. For Kay Scarpetta, however, it is about to acquire a
new meaning. A sixteen-year-old tennis star, fresh from a tournament
win Charleston, is found nude and mutilated near Piazza Navona in
Rome. The body of an abused young boy is dumped in a desolate marsh.
A woman is ritualistically murdered in her multimillion-dollar beach
home. Meanwhile, in New England, problems with a prominent patient at
a Harvard-affiliated psychiatric hospital begin to hint at interconnections
among the deaths that are as hard to imagine as they are horrible.
Scarpetta has dealt with many brutal and unusual crimes before, but
never has she seen a string of death like what she's facing now. Before
she is through, that book of the dead will contain many names—and the
pen may be poised to write her own...
Body of Evidence - Patricia Cornwell 2020-12-01
#1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell’s suspense
fiction classic, featuring gutsy medical examiner Kay Scarpetta. A
reclusive author, Beryl Madison finds no safe haven from months of
menacing phone calls—or the tormented feeling that her every move is
being watched. When the writer is found slain in her own home, Kay
Scarpetta pieces together the intricate forensic evidence—while
unwittingly edging closer to a killer waiting in the shadows.
Point of Origin - Patricia Cornwell 1999-08-01
The clues to a series of remorseless killings go up in smoke—and only
Kay Scarpetta can find them in this #1 New York Times bestseller from
Patricia Cornwell. “Sears its way into the psyche…Ablaze with Cornwell’s
finest, scariest writing.”—Atlanta Journal Constitution The devastating
fire tore through the horse farm, destroying everything it touched.
Picking through the wreckage, Dr. Kay Scarpetta uncovers human
remains—the work of an audacious and wily killer who uses fire to mask
his brutal murders. And when Scarpetta learns that her old nemesis,
Carrie Grethen, has escaped from a hospital for the criminally insane and
is somehow involved, the investigation becomes personal. Tragedy
strikes close to home. And Scarpetta must match Grethen’s every move
with one of her own to douse the inferno of evil that threatens everyone
around her... Includes an Introduction by the Author
All that Remains - Patricia Daniels Cornwell 2005
When a fifth couple falls prey to a serial killer with a penchant for
stalking and murdering young lovers parked in their cars, Chief Medical
Examiner Kay Scarpetta attempts to examine the evidence in the face of
mounting political pressure. Reprint.
Autopsy - Patricia Cornwell 2021-11-30
New York Times Bestseller In this relaunch of the electrifying, landmark
#1 bestselling thriller series, chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta
hunts those responsible for two wildly divergent and chilling murders.
Forensic pathologist Dr. Kay Scarpetta has come almost full circle,
returning to Virginia, the state where she launched her storied career, as
the chief medical examiner. Finding herself the new girl in town once
again after being away for many years, she’s inherited both an
overbearing secretary and a legacy of neglect and potential corruption.
She and her husband, Benton Wesley, now a forensic psychologist with
the U.S. Secret Service, have relocated to Old Town Alexandria, where
she’s headquartered five miles from the Pentagon in a post-pandemic
world that’s been torn apart by civil and political unrest. After just weeks
on the job, she’s called to a scene by railroad tracks—a woman’s body
has been shockingly displayed, her throat cut down to the spine—and as
Scarpetta begins to follow the trail, it leads unnervingly close to her own
historic neighborhood. At the same time, a catastrophe occurs in a top
secret laboratory in outer space, endangering at least two scientists
aboard. Appointed to the highly classified Doomsday Commission that
specializes in sensitive national security cases, Scarpetta is summoned to
the White House and tasked with finding out exactly what happened. But
even as she remotely works the first potential crime scene in space, an
apparent serial killer strikes again very close to home. This latest novel
in the groundbreaking Kay Scarpetta series captivates readers with the
shocking twists, high-wire tension, and forensic detail that Patricia
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been exposed to a deadly virus.
The Scarpetta Collection Volume I - Patricia Cornwell 2009-09-29
From the author who virtually invented the forensic thriller comes this
much-anticipated omnibus volume that features her first two novels,
"Postmortem" and "Body of Evidence," that introduced Virginia Chief
Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta to the book-reading world.
Portrait Of A Killer: Jack The Ripper -- Case Closed - Patricia
Cornwell 2002-11-11
Now updated with new material that brings the killer's picture into
clearer focus. In the fall of 1888, all of London was held in the grip of
unspeakable terror. An elusive madman calling himself Jack the Ripper
was brutally butchering women in the slums of London’s East End. Police
seemed powerless to stop the killer, who delighted in taunting them and
whose crimes were clearly escalating in violence from victim to victim.
And then the Ripper’s violent spree seemingly ended as abruptly as it
had begun. He had struck out of nowhere and then vanished from the
scene. Decades passed, then fifty years, then a hundred, and the Ripper’s
bloody sexual crimes became anemic and impotent fodder for puzzles,
mystery weekends, crime conventions, and so-called “Ripper Walks” that
end with pints of ale in the pubs of Whitechapel. But to number-one New
York Times bestselling novelist Patricia Cornwell, the Ripper murders
are not cute little mysteries to be transformed into parlor games or
movies but rather a series of terrible crimes that no one should get away
with, even after death. Now Cornwell applies her trademark skills for
meticulous research and scientific expertise to dig deeper into the Ripper
case than any detective before her—and reveal the true identity of this
fabled Victorian killer. In Portrait of a Killer: Jack the Ripper, Case
Closed, Cornwell combines the rigorous discipline of twenty-first century
police investigation with forensic techniques undreamed of during the
late Victorian era to solve one of the most infamous and difficult serial
murder cases in history. Drawing on unparalleled access to original
Ripper evidence, documents, and records, as well as archival, academic,
and law-enforcement resources, FBI profilers, and top forensic scientists,
Cornwell reveals that Jack the Ripper was none other than a respected
painter of his day, an artist now collected by some of the world’s finest
museums: Walter Richard Sickert. It has been said of Cornwell that no
one depicts the human capability for evil better than she. Adding layer
after layer of circumstantial evidence to the physical evidence discovered
by modern forensic science and expert minds, Cornwell shows that
Sickert, who died peacefully in his bed in 1942, at the age of 81, was not
only one of Great Britain’s greatest painters but also a serial killer, a
damaged diabolical man driven by megalomania and hate. She exposes
Sickert as the author of the infamous Ripper letters that were written to
the Metropolitan Police and the press. Her detailed analysis of his
paintings shows that his art continually depicted his horrific mutilation of
his victims, and her examination of this man’s birth defects, the
consequent genital surgical interventions, and their effects on his
upbringing present a casebook example of how a psychopathic killer is
created. New information and startling revelations detailed in Portrait of
a Killer include: - How a year-long battery of more than 100 DNA
tests—on samples drawn by Cornwell’s forensics team in September
2001 from original Ripper letters and Sickert documents—yielded the
first shadows of the 75- to 114 year-old genetic evid...

Cornwell is famous for, proving once again why she’s the world’s #1
bestselling crime writer.
A Third Scarpetta Omnibus - Patricia Cornwell 2000-01
Monstrous Affections - Kelly Link 2014-09-09
Fifteen top voices in speculative fiction explore the intersection of fear
and love in a haunting, at times hilarious, darkly imaginative volume.
Predatory kraken that sing with — and for — their kin; band members
and betrayed friends who happen to be demonic; harpies as likely to
attract as repel. Welcome to a world where humans live side by side with
monsters, from vampires both nostalgic and bumbling to an eight-legged
alien who makes tea. Here you’ll find mercurial forms that burrow into
warm fat, spectral boy toys, a Maori force of nature, a landform that
claims lives, and an architect of hell on earth. Through these and a few
monsters that defy categorization, some of today’s top young-adult
authors explore ambition and sacrifice, loneliness and rage, love requited
and avenged, and the boundless potential for connection, even across
extreme borders. With monstrous stories by M. T. Anderson Paolo
Bacigalupi Nathan Ballingrud Holly Black Sarah Rees Brennan
Cassandra Clare Nalo Hopkinson Dylan Horrocks Nik Houser Alice Sola
Kim Kathleen Jennings Joshua Lewis Kelly Link Patrick Ness G. Carl
Purcell
Spin - Patricia Cornwell 2021-07-13
Captain Calli Chase races against time to thwart a plot that leaves the
fate of humanity hanging in the balance in this new thriller from
international bestselling author Patricia Cornwell. In the aftermath of a
NASA rocket launch gone terribly wrong, Captain Calli Chase comes
face-to-face with her missing twin sister--as well as the startling truth of
who they really are. Now, a top secret program put in motion years ago
has spun out of control, and only Calli can redirect its course. Aided by
cutting-edge technologies, the NASA investigator and scientist turned
Space Force pilot sets out on a frantic search for the missing link
between the sabotaged rocket launch and her predetermined destiny...a
search that someone else seems very interested in stopping. From NASA
to the Chase family farm, to the White House to distant orbits of space,
Calli plays a high-stakes game of hide-and-seek with a cunning and
ruthless adversary. One wrong move will unleash cataclysmic
consequences reaching far beyond the boundaries of Earth. This heartpounding Captain Chase thriller from Patricia Cornwell will leave
readers desperate for more.
Four Scarpetta Novels - Patricia Cornwell 2009-10-27
Four books in the #1 New York Times bestselling series by the author of
Flesh and Blood featuring Kay Scarpetta--"an awesome force in the field
of forensic science.” (New York Times Book Review) Includes The Last
Precinct, Predator, Blow Fly, and Book of the Dead.
Unnatural Exposure - Patricia Cornwell 2008-01-02
Kay Scarpetta finds herself pitted against a possible bioterrorist in this
suspense-filled read from #1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia
Cornwell. When a woman turns up dismembered in a landfill, Scarpetta
initially suspects the work of a serial killer she’s been tracking. But her
investigation turns far more dangerous when she realizes the victim’s
skin is covered in an unusual rash—and Scarpetta herself may have just
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